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John’s Biography
John was born in Vancouver, British Columbia and 
remained a Canadian citizen all his life.

He received a Bachelor’s degree in Engineering Physics 
from the University of British Columbia and a PhD in 
Electrical Engineering from the University of Minnesota.

John met his wife Sharon in Minneapolis in 1964 and they 
married in 1966. They had 2 children: David and Stephen.

After his postdoctoral work at Simon Fraser University, 
John joined IBM Research (Almaden) in 1978. John worked at 
IBM for 25 years, and retired in 1993.

He joined me at UC Berkeley in 1994 after a year in Germany 
and we worked together for over 20 years. 



Measuring ion energies 
at surfaces with role of 
plasma potential



Ion sputtering and detection of 
composition in gas phase



Key chemical concepts 
in plasma etch



Ions and surfaces 
in plasma etch



Fundamentals of surface chemistry in plasma etch



The classic experiment: ion-neutral synergism in 
plasma etch



Actinometry – a 
simple but 
extremely useful 
idea to exploit OES 
in plasmas



Coupling ion energy measurements with 
understanding plasma electrical behavior



Approximate models of RF discharge physics



The magnum opus 
on plasma-surface 
interactions in 
etching….



Some of John’s Student Collaborations at UC 
Berkeley

1. Molecular dynamics studies with Maria Barone, 
Dave Humbird, Bryan Helmer, Cam Abrams, and Joe Vegh

2. Beam studies with Gowri Kota, Frank Greer and Kasi 
Kiehlbaugh

3. ICP plasma studies with Harmeet Singh, Matt Radke, 
Jerry Hsu, Monica Titus, and Joe Lee

4. Second beam system studies with Yoshie Kimura, 
Dustin Nest, and Ting-Ying Chung 



Maria (Barone) Gray

Pioneering application of molecular dynamics simulations to 
visualize and understand plasma-surface interactions

Motivated by original classic 
experiments of John Coburn and 
Harold Winters at IBM Research!



David Humbird

Using MD to identify key plasma-etch mechanisms: closely 
studying published experiments.

Thanks to Harold Winters and John Coburn for many 
discussions and original experiments!





Joe Vegh

MD simulations of key plasma-surface interactions: 
FC films during etch and and photoresist roughening.



Gowri (Kota) Kamarthy

Using vacuum beam apparatus for first measurements/model of
plasma radical - wall abstraction/recombination chemistry.

Apparatus originally built by John Coburn and 
donated by IBM Research!





Frank Greer

TiCl4 + D + N beams –> TiN films

Radical-enhanced atomic 
layer deposition





Kasi Kiehlbaugh

Using vacuum beam apparatus with novel radical beam sources.

RF radical source

Surface wave radical 
source



Harmeet Singh

Quantitative radical/ion mass spectrometry and EEDF 
measurements in ICP

Thanks to John Coburn for design





Matt Radke



Cheng-Che (Jerry) Hsu



Mark Nierode



Joe Lee

Fundamental studies of porous low dielectric damage in plasmas



John designed second new vacuum 
beam system

Yoshi Kimura 



Dustin Nest
Pioneering vacuum beam study of ion-vacuum ultraviolet photon 
synergy in plasma-193 nm photoresist roughening.



Monica Titus

Experimental-modeling studies in ICPs: wafer-based diagnostics 
and ICP-vacuum beam comparisons for 193 nm PR roughening.



Ting-Ying Chung
Vacuum beam experiments on193 nm PR roughening and 
biomolecule inactivation via VUV photons and radicals



John Coburn: Colleague and Friend

John was a unique individual – a combination of scientific 
skill and intellectual rigor made John one of the leading 
scientists in plasma- and plasma-surface science in the 20th century.

No less important were John’s remarkable personal characteristics:
He was extraordinarily able to understand and help others, and
he was one of the best teachers I have ever known – a real role
model.

I will miss him dearly.




